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Fluid Quip Technologies partners with Trislot

Fluid Quip Technologies announces exclusive partnership as distributor of Trislot screens.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa – Fluid Quip Technologies announced a new partnership, making them an exclusive distributor of Trislot screens for the corn grind and biofuels industries. Trislot screens are utilized in fiber separation and washing in FQT’s patented technologies. The high-quality screens allow for optimal performance at critical points in the separation process. Trislot screens will be marketed and distributed through FQT’s partner Fluid Quip Mechanical (FQM).

“The exclusive partnership with Trislot is a natural alignment for FQT. We have long utilized Trislot, as our technologies have continued to develop,” says Michael Franko, Partner for Fluid Quip Technologies. Franko continued, “In addition to being a fit for our technology needs, Trislot is also a match for our mechanical services. Their ability to provide high-quality, innovative designs allows our mechanical engineers to develop cost-effective and specific solutions for operations and maintenance.”

“Trislot designs and manufactures stainless steel filter elements and separation screens based on V-shaped profile wires.” states Florian Van Assche, Operations Officer – Trislot USA, Inc. Florian continues, “These high precision filtration elements are made from profile wires that are resistance welded onto support wires in an automated production process.” Trislot’s continued development of cutting-edge technology and additional manufacturing locations, has led to the achievement of a leading position in the international market.

About Fluid Quip Technologies

Fluid Quip Technologies is a premier process engineering and technology development company headquartered in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. FQT has provided technologies for more than 2.3 billion gallons per year of biofuels production worldwide. The engineering and technical leadership team have been developing and implementing new technologies and process solutions applicable to the biofuels and biochemical markets for more than 30 years. FQT provides fully integrated solutions and services to dry-grind ethanol and biochemical facilities, which include green field plant design, process optimization, yield improvement technologies, new co-product technologies, and turn-key capital project solutions.
About Trislot

Trislot is a dynamic company, well known for excellence in customer service and leadership in technology. Serving customers worldwide, Trislot’s focus is on providing highly specialized filter elements and reactor internal to key players in various industries.
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